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Comparing simulation of plasma turbulence with experiment.
II. Gyrokinetic simulations
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The direct quantitative correspondence between theoretical predictions and the measured plasma
fluctuations and transport is tested by performing nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations with the GS2
code. This is a continuation of previous work with gyrofluid simulations@D. W. Rosset al., Phys.
Plasmas9, 177 ~2002!#, and the same L-mode reference discharge in the DIII-D tokamak@J. L.
Luxon and L. G. Davis, Fusion Technol.8, 441 ~1985!# is studied. The simulated turbulence is
dominated by ion temperature gradient~ITG! modes, corrected by trapped-electron,
passing-electron and impurity effects. The energy fluxes obtained in the gyrokinetic simulations are
comparable to, even somewhat higher than, those of the earlier work, and the simulated ion thermal
transport, corrected forE3B flow shear, exceeds the experimental value by more than a factor of
2. The simulation also overestimates the density fluctuation level. Varying the local temperature
gradient shows a stiff response in the flux and an apparent up-shift from the linear mode threshold
@A. M. Dimits et al., Phys. Plasmas7, 969 ~2000!#. This effect is insufficient, within the estimated
error, to bring the results into conformity with the experiment. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1518997#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In the previous work1 we presented gyrofluid simula
tions of turbulence and comparison with experiment us
the GRYFFIN code. Here we turn to fully nonlinear gyrok
netic simulations of the same L-mode discharge on DIII
using the GS2 code.2–6 This code treats both electrons an
several species of ions gyrokinetically in a five-dimensio
phase space continuum. In particular, trapped and pas
electron dynamics and pitch-angle scattering are includ
The code is fully electromagnetic,6,7 but we present only
electrostatic examples here. It is a flux tube code, employ
magnetic field-line coordinates,8 and is coupled to an EFIT
equilibrium9 that describes the shaped tokamak geometry
the range of wave numbers that we consider here (k'r i

<1), the dominant instabilities are ion temperature gradi
~ITG! modes, but their growth rates can be strongly modifi
~usually increased! by the presence of trapped electrons a
impurities.

It is expected that the gyrokinetic turbulence levels a
associated transport fluxes will be lower than those gener
by the gyrofluid code, principally because of improved tre
ment of zonal flow dynamics. That is, gyrokinetics preser
an undamped component of the zonal flows that suppre
the turbulence.10 This is especially true near marginal stab
ity, where an effective upshift of the critical temperature g
dient, known as the ‘‘Dimits shift,’’11 occurs. For our ex-
amples, however, the ion temperature gradient is well ab
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threshold, and the gyrokinetic energy fluxes can exceed th
given by the gyrofluid code. One reason for this could lie
the approximations used to represent the trapped particle
the gyrofluid code.~Most benchmarking of the various non
linear codes has been carried out with adiabatic electron11

In that limit for our example the gyrofluid and gyrokinet
codes agree fairly closely.!

Varying the input ion temperature gradient we do se
‘‘stiffer’’ response and evidence of a Dimits shift in the gy
rokinetic results. However, just as in the gyrofluid case
results remain larger than the experimental values for
temperature gradient that is consistent with the experime
values within the uncertainties of the measurement. We
scribe the GS2 code and its properties in Sec. II, and bri
review the experimental data.~The paper is meant to be rea
in conjunction with Ref. 1.! In Sec. III we compare the simu
lations with the data and with the previous simulations, a
in Sec. IV we reflect on the results and speculate on h
they might be improved.

II. THE CODE, SIMULATION OUTPUT, AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

GS2 is a nonlinear gyrokinetic code that computes t
bulence in a flux tube centered at the chosen radius.2–6 It
makes use of ballooning formalism, taking the sheared m
netic geometry from an EFIT equilibrium.9 Input consists of
fixed background values and gradients that are experim
tally determined, and grid and mode distributions comm
surate with the expected dominant turbulence. In fiv
dimensional phase space the code calculates the evolutio
a main ion species, one or more impurity species, and e
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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trons on drift-wave time scales. The electron response
cludes nonadiabatic trapped- and passing-electron cont
tions. Thus, transport of both energy and particles
calculated, and trapped electron modes and impurity d
waves are included along with their coupling, both linea
and nonlinearly, to the ITG modes.

The code is fully electromagnetic,6 but the calculations

presented here are electrostatic, i.e.,Ãi5Ã'50. Electromag-
netic results, which require much more computer time, h
been reported6,7 and will be discussed more fully
elsewhere.12 At the low values ofb52m0nT /B2 in this dis-
charge, we expect the electromagnetic effects to be sm
The linear growth rates for the present case are, in fact,
duced by a small amount~which we judge to be inconse
quential! from the electrostatic ones. In nonlinear electr
magnetic simulations of other discharges,7 we have found
that the electrostatic energy fluxesQj

es53^ p̃ j ṽE&/2 are not
significantly changed, nor is there a significant contribut

to the electromagnetic ion energy fluxQi
em5^q̃i iB̃r&/B0 . We

have observed, however, a modest but theoretically inter
ing contribution in the electron channel fromQe

em

5^q̃eiB̃r&/B0 . This effect, which is still under investigation
would not improve the results of the present paper.

A principal saturation mechanism, which is account
for by the code, arises from the toroidally and poloida
symmetric modes, i.e., the zonal flows.13 BackgroundE3B
flow shear, however, is not included, nor are equilibriu
gradient variations across the computational domain.14

Other features of the code input are similar to those
the gyrofluid code reported previously, except that the m
plane half-diametera replaces the density gradient sca
length Lne in the normalizations, where Lne

5a(dne /dr)21, andr is the normalized flux-surface labe
For example, the energy fluxes are normalized
neTir i

2v t i /a2 rather than neTir i
2v t i /Lne

2 , where vTi

5ATi /mi and r i5vTi /vci . The cases presented here we
run with 11 poloidal modes~with kur i<1.0) and 39 radial
modes on 429 processors of the T3E~MCURIE! at the Na-
tional Energy Research Scientific Computing Cen
~NERSC!. A typical run required about 5.7 hours per proce
sor to calculate 9000 time steps.

We believe the poloidal and radial box size and reso
tion are adequate to describe the ITG modes. The polo
wave number spectrum is smooth, peaks at aboutkur i

50.35, and should be well covered by 11 modes withkur i

<1.0. This does not preclude interaction with higher wa
number electron modes, which we do not investigate h
The radial mode distribution and box size are chosen a
the GRYFFIN code, to achieve higher radial mode numb
for higher kur i in the ballooning representation, i.e.,kr

5 ŝkuu. Resolution studies by Mikkelsen15 support our
choices, and will be reported elsewhere.

We compare with the same data described in Ref
energy fluxes derived from a TRANSP16 analysis and density
fluctuations from BES measurements17 on shot 98777 in
DIII-D. This is a reference L-mode discharge used for co
parison with a neon injection experiment.18–21Here, in Table
I, we repeat only a portion of Table I of Ref. 1 showing t
Downloaded 24 Apr 2003 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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total electron and ion energy losses,Pj5QjA, through the
radial positionr50.7, whereQj is the flux andA is the
surface area.

The density fluctuation level estimate of Ref. 1 at th
radius isuñ/nu<0.4% touñ/nu<0.6%.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
DATA

Figure 1 shows the time dependence of the total
~including impurities! and electron transport fluxes, pre
sented in dimensional units as total energy~MW! crossing
the surface atr50.7 vs time~ms!. After the initial transient,
the transport settles down to a near steady state with fluc
tions and occasional bursts. The average values,Pi1Pimp

54.9 MW and Pe53.8 MW exceed the observed exper
mental values listed in Table I by factors 3.3 and 2.7, resp
tively. Figure 2 shows the normalized potential fluctuati
spectrum as a function of the normalized poloidal wave nu
ber kur i ~omitting thekur i50 component, which represen
the zonal flows!. This resembles both the experimental a
the simulated-gyrofluid density fluctuation spectra shown
Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref. 1, respectively, but shifted to sligh
lower wave number.

To investigate the stiffness of the response to the
temperature gradient, we varieddTi /dr, while holding
dTe /dr fixed. The resulting dependence is compared w
that of the gyrofluid results of Ref. 1 and to the maximu
normalized linear growth rate in Fig. 3. Plotted again

TABLE I. Experimental transport losses through the surfacer50.7 at t
51160 ms of the reference shot, 98777. Here,A537.6 m2 is the area of the
flux surface.

Energy fluxes Loss through surface MW

Ion thermal conduction qiA51.3
Ion thermal convection 3

2 G iTiA50.2
Total ion thermal flux QiA[qiA1

3
2 G iTiA51.5

Electron thermal conduction qeA51.2
Electron thermal convection 3

2 GeTeA50.2
Total electron thermal flux QeA[qeA1

3
2 GeTeA51.4

Total thermal flux (Qe1Qi)A52.9

FIG. 1. Electron and total ion energy flow throughr50.7.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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R/Lti , the gyrokinetic power flux is steeper, i.e., ‘‘stiffer,
than either the growth rate or the gyrofluid result, both
which tend toward the same threshold as the gradient
creases. Thus, there is evidence for the ‘‘Dimits shift’’ in t
gyrokinetic simulation. Interestingly, the GS2 result is ac
ally higher than the gyrofluid one at the nominal gradie
value. This may be in part a linear effect, owing to the d
ferent treatment of electron dynamics. With both trapped
passing electrons and a more accurate treatment of
trapped electrons, the GS2 code yields somewhat larger
ear growth rates than GRYFFIN. The real frequencies ar
good agreement between the codes, as are the growth
with adiabatic electrons. In nonlinear runs with adiaba
electrons GRYFFIN yieldsPi1Pimp52.4 MW, while the
GS2 result isPi1Pimp52.0 MW. Both results are closer t
the experimental value than those obtained with the comp
electron dynamics, and the gyrofluid result is the larger
the two as expected from earlier work.11

To take into account the equilibriumE3B flow shear,
we apply the ‘‘quench rule’’ of Waltzet al.22 in the same way
as in Ref. 1, that is we multiply the power flux by (
2vE /gmax), wherevE is the shear rate. Here, again eva
ating the Hahm–Burrell shear frequency asvE52.5
3104 s21 and the Waltzet al. value asvE59.73103 s21,

FIG. 2. Potential fluctuation spectrum vs normalized poloidal wave num
omitting the axisymmetric~zonal flow! component.

FIG. 3. Ion energy flow vs temperature gradient, compared with the g
fluid result, the experimental value, and the normalized linear growth r
Downloaded 24 Apr 2003 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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and using the GS2 maximum growth rate at the nomi
temperature gradient ofgmax58.73104 s21 ~corrected as the
temperature gradient varies!, we plot the estimates of the
corrected energy flux in Fig. 4, together with the experime
tally measured value vsR/LTi . To reconcile the simulations
with the experiment, we must choose a temperature grad
between 65% and 75% of the nominal value. Recall that
have deliberately chosen a plasma radius where the meas
flow shear is small.1 At other radiivE is significantly larger,
since this a relatively low field (B51.6 T) and therefore
high r* (r

*
21;120) discharge.

To infer that the simulation results are not within th
experimental error, we first invoke the assumption that
experimental profiles are smooth. This is done in most tra
port analyses. If it were not so, then our theoretical comp
sons would be even more difficult. Since the ITG modes
our simulation are well above threshold, the nonlinear flux
must be smooth functions of the variables. Therefore, if
were to compute the fluxes at multiple radii, using the nom
nal plasma profiles, we would consistently be high in o
estimates. On the other hand, if we were to flatten the lo
profiles at r50.7, within the error estimates of the loc
gradients, we could achieve agreement with the measu
fluxes at that radius.5 This would require the profiles to b
steeper at a nearby radial location to be consistent with
global profile, which would in turn require one to recalcula
the profile ofvE . BecausevE is a sensitive function of the
profile shape, it is difficult to conclude with certainty that th
experimental data would be inconsistent with simulatio
that includedvE physics directly. Moreover, the simulatio
results also depend on other parameters, e.g., the mag
shear and safety factor,ŝ andq, which are also uncertain. W
have not completely ruled out the possibility of genera
improving the fit. A full study of these variations, like th
one begun by Mikkelsenet al. for Alcator C-Mod
discharges,23 will be presented in a future publication. Be
cause of the potential importance ofvE physics, a similar
analysis with a global or flux-ribbon~finite annulus! code
may ultimately be required for larger* cases like this.

Finally, at the nominal temperature gradient, we estim
the gyrokinetic density fluctuation level asuñe /neu51.5%,

r,

-
.

FIG. 4. Ion energy flow vs ion temperature gradient, with and witho
‘‘quench rules.’’
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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roughly 3.0 times that of the experiment. Since we exp
~and observe in the simulations! that the transport fluxes var
as uñe /neu2, this discrepancy is much larger than that of t
transport. Even arguing that a smaller temperature grad
within the error bars could reconcile the energy fluxes
would be left with a fluctuation-amplitude discrepancy. Th
is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we plotuñe /neu2 againstR/Lti

as in Fig. 4, together with the much smaller experimen
value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Carrying out gyrokinetic simulations of ITG turbulenc
in realistic geometry with full electron dynamics atr50.7
for a DIII-D discharge, we find that the values of the electr
and ion energy losses,Pe and Pi1Pimp , and the perturbed
density fluctuation leveluñe /neu, exceed the experimenta
values by factors of 2.7, 3.3, and 3.0, respectively. Hav
chosen a radius whereE3B flow shear is relatively small we
cannot correct these discrepancies by applying a sim
quench rule, nor, assuming smooth profiles, can we res
them by assuming a smaller temperature gradient within
error estimates.

The discussion of Sec. V of Ref. 1 continues to ap
and we will not repeat it here. Despite our inability to mat
the experiment by applying the quench rule, the most lik
explanation of the discrepancies is nonlocal behavior ow
to variations of the plasma gradients. We speculate
modes can be coupled to neighboring regions where
flow-shear effect is larger. Recent progress has been mad
this issue, with signs of reduced fluxes appearing in a fl
ribbon code.14,24,25It is also possible that direct coupling t
short wavelength ETG turbulence may be partly respons
for the discrepancies we find. We speculate that ETG mo
could be excited by the gradients of electron tempera
fluctuations associated with the nonadiabatic trapped e
trons. Because ETG modes can produce large ther
diffusion,3 it is possible that such secondary excitatio
would significantly reduce the nonadiabatic electron com
nent of the ITG turbulence. We note that ITG simulatio

FIG. 5. Electron density fluctuations vs ion temperature gradient, with
without ‘‘quench rules.’’
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which assumean adiabatic electron response are in cons
erably better agreement with the experimental data. Non
ear simulations which include this physics directly will b
reported elsewhere. In either case, further tests and be
marking are required to determine whether these partic
experimental results can be reproduced with first princip
simulations.
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